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IMPORTANT SAFETY INFORMATION

It is important that any person intending to use this vehicle fully 
understands the instructions.
WARNING Always use the restraint system. 
This vehicle has been designed for one child, do not attempt 
to carry more than one child in this vehicle.
WARNING Incorrect assembly, folding or use of this vehicle 
may cause damage and affect the safety of the vehicle.Never may cause damage and affect the safety of the vehicle.Never 
overload the vehicle; the weight limit for the shopping tray is 3kg, 
and 500g for the cup holder.Always place articles in the centre 
of the shopping tray provided.
WARNING A child’s safety is your responsibility.
WARNING Never leave your child unattended.
WARNING Ensure that all locking devices are engaged before use.
This vehicle is intended for children from birth to a maximum This vehicle is intended for children from birth to a maximum 
weight of 20kg, with car seat attached - birth to 13kg, with the 
carrycot attached- birth to 9kgs. The Oyster ride-on board has 
a 20 kg weight limit.
The use of the most reclined seat position is recommended 
for newborns. 
Do not use accessories that are not approved by the 
manufacturer.manufacturer.
WARNING Any load attached to the handle affects the stability 
of the vehicle.
WARNING Never leave the vehicle without first engaging the 
parking device. Avoid uphill or downhill parking.
WARNING Check that the car seat attachment devices are 
correctly engaged before use.
Do not use the vehicle on steps, stairs or escalators as it may be Do not use the vehicle on steps, stairs or escalators as it may be 
dangerous to your child.
WARNING Never completely lift or carry this stroller while 
occupied. Your child’s safety may be at risk.
WARNING This product is not suitable for running or skating
Check on a regular basis to make sure that all essential 
components & locking devices are functioning correctly.
Do not use replacement parts other than those supplied by Do not use replacement parts other than those supplied by 
the manufacturer or distributor.
WARNING To avoid injury ensure that your child is kept away 
when unfolding and folding this product.
WARNING Do not let your child play with this product.
All references to left and right are given from the perspective 
of a person standing in the pushing position.
This vehicle does not replace a cot or a bed.  Should your child This vehicle does not replace a cot or a bed.  Should your child 
need to sleep, then it should be placed in a suitable pram body, 
cot or bed.
WARNING: Do not attach any accessories to the stroller handle
when the seat unit is reclined.

Important- Read these instructions carefully before use and 
keep them for future reference. Your child’s safety may be 
affected if you do not follow these instructions. 
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Travel clip

Primary locking clip

Shopping basket Swivel wheel 
lock collar

Footrest

Storage pocket

Hood attachment device

Chassis folding strap

Hood arm

Handle grip

Calf support

Viewing window

Backrest recline strap

Rear wheel 
release button

Parking brake

Bumper bar

Bumper bar release button

Flip out hood canopy

Front wheel 
release button

Wrist Tether Strap
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Step 1. Step 2.
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Push

Pull

Pull

LEVER UP- BRAKE OFF

LEVER DOWN- BRAKE ON
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To return to the upright position; press in 
the button on the seat backrest. Holding 
in the button, pull back the adjustment 
straps whilst pushing forward the button 
unit.
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Hold the car seat by the carry handle and 
lower it onto the car seat adaptors. The 
adaptors should slot into the cavity at the 
base of the car seat handle left and right.

Push the car seat down firmly until the car 
seat clicks and locks into position. Check
that the car seat is secure and locked bythat the car seat is secure and locked by
pulling up on the car seat handle. 

To remove the car seat from the chassis;
press down on the two buttons on the sides
of the car seat (not the handle adjustment 
buttons) and lift the car seat away from the 
chassis. To remove the adaptors from the 
chassis pull up on the recessed handles chassis pull up on the recessed handles 
and lift the adaptors away from the Oyster 
Zero carrycot adaptors.

To remove the carrycot adaptors, press the 
bumper bar release buttons (left and right).

Oyster LB321 Car 
Seat Adaptor

Oyster Zero 
Carrycot 
Adaptor

The Oyster LB321 adaptors can now be 
pushed into the carrycot adaptors (left and 
right).
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To remove the carrycot from the chassis;
pull up on the carrycot release handles and 
lift the carrycot away from the chassis. To 
remove the adaptors from the chassis push 
the bumper bar release buttonand pull 
adaptor away from the chassis.

Hold the car seat by the carry handle and 
lower it onto the car seat adaptors. The 
adaptors should slot into the cavity at the 
base of the car seat handle left and right.

Push the car seat down firmly until the car 
seat clicks and locks into position. Check
that the car seat is secure and locked bythat the car seat is secure and locked by
pulling up on the car seat handle. 

To remove the car seat from the chassis;
press down on the two buttons on the sides
of the car seat (not the handle adjustment 
buttons) and lift the car seat away from the 
chassis. To remove the adaptors from the 
chassis push the bumper bar release buttonchassis push the bumper bar release button
and pull adaptor away from the chassis.

The carrycot can be fitted to the chassis by 
using the relevant adaptors. To attach the 
adaptors to the chassis; remove the bumper 
bar. Attach the adaptors to the chassis frame
by pushing the adaptor in to the bumper bar 
attachment points.  

Hold the carrycot by the carry handle and Hold the carrycot by the carry handle and 
lower it on to the carrycot adaptors. The
carrycot attachment assemblies should slide 
into the adaptors on both sides. 

 
Push the carrycot down firmly until the 
carrycot clicks and locks into position.-
Check that the carrycot is secure and 
locked by 
pulling up on the carrycot handle
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Fitting the hood Removing the hood
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Pull UP carrycot
release handles in 
in arrow direction 
to release.
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TO STOW THE RIDE ON BOARD 

To remove the ride on board: Pull the two 
triggers underneath the board and lift the 
board away from the rear axle.

Lift up the board and secure using the 
press stud at the top of the board and the 
press stud found on the chassis tether strap



A stroller has many moving parts and 
requires regular maintenance by the user. 
Simple cleaning and lubricating will make 
the stroller look good & operate better for
longer. The stroller will be used in many 
different environments, country walks, a trip 
to the coast; a winter’s walk to school, all to the coast; a winter’s walk to school, all 
can increase wear, lead to rust and 
corrosion and reduce the life of the product. 
Regular cleaning, care and maintenance will 
reduce the effects of the environment on the 
stroller. The warranty does not protect the 
stroller against overloading, misuse, 
neglect or lack of care and maintenance by neglect or lack of care and maintenance by 
the user.

BabyStyle UK Ltd provides a warranty in 
support of the retailer from whom you 
purchased this product. The warranty is 
effective for 12 months from the date of 
purchase for the original purchaser/owner. 
Proof of purchase will (at the discretion of Proof of purchase will (at the discretion of 
BabyStyle UK Ltd) be required in order for 
your retailer to claim on the warranty. The 
warranty excludes any fault caused by 
misuse, damage or neglect. It is the user’s 
responsibility to undertake routine 
inspection and maintenance of the vehicle 
in order to avoid damage to the vehicle in order to avoid damage to the vehicle 
and/or injury to the child. The vehicle is 
returned to the retailer at the owners’ 
expense in order to ascertain if a claim 
under the warranty is justified. 

Please carefully read the instructions on 
how to look after your stroller. This does 
not affect your statutory rights.not affect your statutory rights.

CARE AND MAINTENANCE WARRANTY
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• Regularly check screws, rivets, bolts & 
fastenings to ensure they are locked tight and 
secure. Replace any parts in an inferior 
condition. Should you intend to use the 
pushchair during the winter, by the sea or 
off-road; it is important to clean thoroughly & 
dry the vehicle after use. Salt from the ocean or dry the vehicle after use. Salt from the ocean or 
from roads will corrode metal parts unless 
removed. After use in these circumstances 
clean with fresh water and dry thoroughly after 
use.
• Check on a regular basis that all chassis 
locking devices are working correctly.
• If any part of the pushchair is damaged • If any part of the pushchair is damaged 
contact your local BabyStyle retailer 
immediately without using the pushchair.
• Do not expose your pushchair to excessive
sunlight for extensive periods of time, even
normal exposure to sunlight may cause the 
colour of the fabric to change.
• Take care not to tear the fabrics while • Take care not to tear the fabrics while 
transporting the pushchair.
• Light oil or silicone spray is suitable to use
 as a lubricant for moving parts.
• Ensure that zips are either fully open or fully 
closed or they may be damaged.
• Always use the rain cover in inclement 
weather.weather.
• Do not place items on the hood/canopy, it 
may damage the vehicle and/or render it unsafe.
• Rubber tyres can leave marks on some 
surfaces. The tyres can react with some 
surfaces (vinyl floor coverings, carpets etc.) and 
cause stains. Always stand the stroller on a 
protective surface indoors.protective surface indoors.
• Routinely clean the metal parts with a damp 
cloth & then dry immediately.
• Fabrics should be cleaned following the 
guidance on the care labels.
• Do not wash in the washing machine. Sponge 
clean or hand wash with mild detergent and 
warm water (30°C).warm water (30°C).
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